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FOREWORD. 

OF the many who admire Sir Thomas Lawrence, as 
one of the most individual and fascinating of English 
portrait painters, few realise that he was greater with the 
pencil than with the brush ; and that the grace and 
elegance which characterise his art are more superbly 
expressed in the delicate tints of water-colour than in the 
heavier, more solid, and more opaque oil pigments. Yet 
critics, familiar with the artist's work in both mediums, 
have long ago recognised the fact. Sir Joshua Reynolds 
hinted at it when he said that Lawrence commenced 
where he himself ended ; meaning that the younger artist 
was already the better draughtsman of the two. A better 
painter he never became; for as the charming Anglo-
American artist and astute critic, Charles R. Leslie, R.A., 
truly says: "Sir Thomas Lawrence was hindered from 
rising to the highest rank as a colourist by his early and 
first practice of making portraits in colourless chalk only." 
Cosmo Monkhouse sums up the matter in the "Diction
ary of National Biography," where he states: "His 
{Lawrence • s) most perfect works are his drawings in 
crayon and pencil, which he continued to execute through
out his life." 

Later critics have not been so emphatic in their opinion, 
lacking the opportunity to compare the drawings by 
Lawrence with his oil paintings; for while superb exam-



pies of the latter are included in the leading public and 
private coll~ctions of England, the artist's drawings are 
rarely to be seen. A few are contained in the folios at 
the British and Victoria and Albert Museums, but for 
the most. part they are held by the descendants of their 
original owners, and their existence is only known to a 
few. It is this which gives this collection its unique 
interest. For the first time there has been gathered 
together a representative .selection of the art in which 
Lawrence was peculiarly master-undoubtedly the great
est master of his time, and in his elevation of the whims 
and vagaries of fashionable attire to the region of high 
art, the greatest mast~r of all time. Here one can see 
examples of his different periods; from the time when, 
as a boy wonder, he took the portraits of his father's 
customers at the "Black Bear" Inn, at Devizes-on the 
high-road from Lon~on to Bath, the thoroughfare most 
travelled by rank and fashion in Great Britain-to the 
days when, acknowledged as the leading painter in 
Europe, the Emperors and Kings assembled for the Con
gress of Aix-la-Chapelle flocked to his studio. , 

The drawings, a large proportion of which come direct 
from the family of Lawrence, are of poignant interest. 
not onl:y as a perfect illustration .of Lawrence's art_:__its 
range, variety and development-but also for their inti
mate associations with the painteJ''s history and the 
glimpses .they give us of some of the most famous beauties 
and celebrities of his time-the period which began 



amidst the strain and stress of the great Napoleonic con· 
flict, and ended with the frivolous elegancies of the 
Regency. 

Where there are so many works of fine quality, it 
seems invidious to single out any for special mention, yet 
one may be forgiven in calling attention to the fluent ease 
of line and the exquisite delicacy of colouring of the 
Mrs. Wolff; or the more elaborate but equally effective 
handling of that trio of beauties, "The Daughters of 
Lord Mary borough," and the breadth and freedom of 
some of the slighter sketches-the one of Lady Charlotte 
Campbell, for instance. Of exceptional interest, too, are 
some of the earlier drawings, •such as Lawrence's portrait 
of himself, when a graceful, long-curled boy, just pre
vious to the commencement of his London career; or the 
highly finished drawing of his sister Anne, a wonderful 
production of a boy of twelve. Several of the examples 
are his first ideas for famous pictures. Of such is the 
charming finished sketch of the Calmady children. 
Lawrence esteemed his oil portrait of them his master
piece; yet the first sketch, with the children presented in 
full-face, is even a more beautiful conception than the one 
which eventually he placed upon canvas. 

As an oil painter Lawrence ranks with Reynolds and 
Romney, with Gainsborough and Raeburn in a few only 
of his finer works. The majority of his pictures betray 
the handling of a man who, though he is master of the 
medium, does not find in it his natural mode of expression. 



· He uses it like a foreigner speaking in a language with 
which he is fully conversant, expressing himself with ease 
and fluency, but having to translate his thoughts from his 
mother-tongue before he enunciates them. Lawrence 
thought in pencil what he expressed in oil. Unlike his 
great contemporaries and predecessors, he found it neces
sary to make elaborate drawings from his sitters before 
setting down their likeness in color. Thus it is almost 
only in his drawings that he attained that perfect ease and 
spontaneity of expression which is the hall-mark of a 
great master. 

An Englishman may be allowed to express a feeling 
of regret that there exists a strong probability that these 
fine examples of Lawrence's finest art will be transferred 
to the western side of the Atlantic, but there is consola
tion in the thought that, as in the past, the enterprise and 
artistic discrimination of American collectors has revealed 
to Englishmen the true value of many of their art treas
ures, so the exodus of this fine collection to the west of 
the Atlantic may cause English owners of the Lawrence 
drawings, still remaining in the country, to keep and con
serve them, as being among the most precious examples 
of British art. 

C. REGINALD GRUNDY. 

LONDON 



1. A STUDY FOR THE PICTURE "HOMER 

RECITING HIS POEMS TO THE 

GREEKS." 

2. "THE REVEREND DANIEL LYSONS." 

3. "MISS ANNE LAWRENCE." 

4. "LADY INCHIQUIN, AFTERWARDS 

MARCHIONESS OF THOMOND." 

5. "FANCY HEAD." 

6. "LADY BETTY FOSTER." 

7. "LADY CHARLOTTE SUSAN MARIA 

BURY, N2E CA1\1PBELL." 

8. "ELIZABETH FARREN, AFTERWARDS 

COUNTESS OF. DERBY." 



9. "LADY CHARLOTTE SUSAN MARIA 

BURY, NEE CAMPBELL." 

10. "MISS ANNE LAWRENCE." 

11. "THOMAS LAWRENCE." 

12. "MARY ISABELLE BLOXHAM " 

13. "CHILDREN OF CHARLES B. CALMADY, 

OF LANGDON COURT, DEVON.'' 

14. "THE HONOURABLE CLAUDE 

HAMILTON." 

15. "MRS. WOLFF." 

16. "CHALK DRAWING OF A BOY." 

17. "JAMES, VISCOUNT HAMILTON." 



18. "ELIZABETH DUCHESS OF 

DEVONSHIRE." 

19. "MRS. WOLFF." 

20. "PRINCESS CHARLOTTE." 

21. "THE MISSES HILL." 

22. "COUNTESS GOWER, AFTERWARDS 

DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND." 

23. "FANCY HEAD." 

24. "MISS SARAH SIDDONS." 

25. "SIR JOHN MOORE." 

26. "LADY CATHER!INE ELIZABETH 

HAMILTON." 



27. "ABEL R. DOTTIN, ESQ., M.P." 

28. "PORTRAIT OF A LADY." 

29. "PRINCESS LIEVEN.'' 

30. "MRS. ISABELLA FAIRLl£." 

31. "EMMA LADY HAMILTON." 

32. "HEAD OF A LADY." 

33. "HEAD OF A I..;ADY." 

34. "STUDY FOR THE HEAD OF HOMER." 

35. "ULYSSES AND CIRCE." 

36. "LADY CHARLOTTE SUSAN MARIA 

CAMPBELL, AFTERWARDS LADY 

BURY." 



37. "EMMA LADY HAMILTON." 

38. · "LADY CHARLOTTE SUSAN MARIA 

BURY, NP.E CAMPBELL." 

39. "LADY WORSLEY." 

40. "LADY HAMILTON." 

41. "THE LADIES MARYBOROUGH." 

42. "TWO CHILDREN." 

43. "MISS LUCY MEREDITH." 

44. "~1RS. FLAXMAN." 

45. "JOHN FLAXMAN, R.A." 

46. "WILLIAM HYDE WOLLASTON." 



47. "MARGARET CARPENTER." 

48. "MISS KATE PERRY." 

49. "MRS. J. J. ANGERSTEIN AND HER 

SON." 

50. "SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE." 

51. "SIR SAMUEL ROMILLY." 

52. "PORTRAIT OF A CHILD." 

53. "WILLIAM CHARLES MACREADY." 

54. "MRS. BANNISTER, NEE KATE 

HARPER." 

55. "MARY BAKER (CARABOO PRINCESS 

OF JAVASU)." 



56. "MARGARET AGNES SOMERVILLE." 

57. "LADY BLESSINGTON (1789-1849)." 

58. "THE DUCHESS OF WELLINGTON." 

59. "SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE, P.R.A." 

60. "MRS. JOHN FAIRLIE AND HER 

SISTER." 

61. "PORTRAIT OF AN UNKNOWN LADY." 

62. "THE TWO DAUGHTERS OF CHARLES 

LOCKE, ESQ." 






